APPENDIX 3

The brochure of *Yerma*

and its cast of characters
The Company

Directed by
Neelam Man Singh Chowdhry

Punjabi translation by
Surjit Patar

Music composed by
B.V. Karanth

Costumes and set design
LB8 design and execution

Backstage
Ramesh Bhardwaj
Rajesh

Singers

Vinod Sharma
Taranjit
Payal Chowdhry
Gick Grewal
Mita Payal Chowdhry
Payal Chowdhry
Gick Grewal
Taranjit
Bahadur Chand
Amba
Sohan Lai
Madar Lai

Musicians

Pamela Singh
Lakshwinder
Rajesh
Mehar Chand
Prem Chand
Kharaiti Ram
Mundri Lai
Karam Chand

Sister-in-Laws

Sarvan
Narangi
Dhobans

COSTUMES AND SET DESIGN
Sets executed by
Costumes tailored by
Lighting design and execution